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Abstract

The effective calculation of static nonlinear optical properties requires a consider-

ably high accuracy at a reasonable computational cost, to tackle challenging

organic and inorganic systems acting as precursors and/or active layers of mate-

rials in (nano-)devices. That trade-off implies to obtain very accurate electronic

energies in the presence of externally applied electric fields to consequently

obtain static polarizabilities (αij) and hyper-polarizabilities (βijk and γijkl). Density func-

tional theory is known to provide an excellent compromise between accuracy and

computational cost, which is however largely impeded for these properties without

introducing range-separation techniques. We thus explore here the ability of a mod-

ern (double-hybrid and range-separated) Range-Separated eXchange Quadratic Inte-

grand Double-Hybrid exchange-correlation functional to compete in accuracy with

more costly and/or tuned methods, thanks to its robust and parameter-free nature.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear optical response of materials strongly depends on the

electronic structure of the constituent units (i.e., molecules or chromo-

phores) and their solid-state packing or supramolecular arrangement

(molecular glasses, host-guest systems, customized polymers, etc.).

Therefore, the search of optimized materials by theoretical design

should strongly rely on methods able to accurately calculate the elec-

tronic structure of isolated or self-organized samples. The field of

nonlinear optics (NLO) have found applications in optical signal

processing,1 ultra-fast switches,2 sensors,3 and laser amplifiers,4 to

name just a few of them. For the deployment of new materials, gaining

insights from the computational perspective can help to rationalize

experimental data as well to the design of targeted candidates from

scratch.5

However, the application of highly accurate electronic structure

methods is not free from uncertainties arising from the approxima-

tions performed to alleviate the associated computational cost. The

gold-standard approximation used as reference is usually a wavefunc-

tion method known as Coupled-Cluster Singles and Doubles with per-

turbative Triples correction, or CCSD(T), scaling as OðNk), k¼7, with

respect to the system size N (the scaling is actually OðN3M4Þ, where N

is the number of electrons andM the number of basis functions). Note
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that the unfavorable k¼7 scaling would mean to increase the compu-

tational time by a factor 27 if the system size goes from N to 2N (e.g.,

from a monomer to a dimer of the same molecule) which soon

becomes unaffordable for real-world systems. It has also been

recently shown that application of modern numerical techniques (den-

sity fitting and/or orbital localization) can help to reduce that scaling

while providing very competitive results.6 Furthermore, the explora-

tion of the accuracy of other low-scaling methods (e.g., k¼3 as the

random-phase approximation) is a current line of research leading to

very promising results.7

On the other hand, and invigorated by the excellent performance

of density functional theory (DFT) for linear-response optical proper-

ties8 or dipole moments,9 the application of DFT to static nonlinear

optical properties (SNLOPs) inherited some of the limitations (and les-

sons) previously found10 to adequately select the exchange-

correlation functional to be used. The most commonly applied method

for those SNLOPs is probably a range-separated (semilocal or hybrid)

functional, which allows to largely correct those deficiencies found

before in standard calculations.11 A further step was done by fine-

tuning the range-separation value for each of the systems tackled,

although at the cost of slightly increasing the associated computa-

tional time. However, despite these efforts, the accurate yet cost-

effective (i.e., k¼3�5) calculation of hyper-polarizabilities is still a

matter of ongoing work.

Therefore, we will here assess the application of one of the most

sophisticated range-separated functionals currently existing in DFT,

after merging exchange and correlation effects from wavefunction-

based methods with parameter-free exchange and correlation density

functional, a.k.a. double-hybrid density functionals.12,13 Some previous

(yet limited) investigations have shown the ability of these double-

hybrid functionals to accurately predict dipole moments14 or polariz-

abilities.15 Similarly to range-separated hybrid models, the question of

how to fix the range-separation value is also solved for the assessed

model by imposing an exact (universal) constraint, leading thus to a

completely non-empirical model (Range-Separated eXchange Quadratic

Integrand Double-Hybrid [RSX-QIDH], vide infra) deserving to be still

assessed for this kind of challenging systems, which is thus the main

purpose of this work. We would also like to remark that the thorough

assessment of double-hybrid density functionals done along the last

years, including their benchmarking across the whole GMTKN55

dataset,16 is mostly done for thermochemical and/or kinetics proper-

ties, and thus not for the properties here targeted.

2 | THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 | Computation of SNLOPs

Provided an externally applied electric field F is small in magnitude,

the molecular response (i.e., its dipole moment μ) will be linearly pro-

portional to its strength, or simply μi ¼ αijFj, with αij being the linear

polarizability of the molecule. If the electromagnetic interactions

becomes more intense, the induced polarization obeys a nonlinear

dependence with respect to the electric field strength. In such a case,

the Taylor-like series expansion of the field-dependent dipole

moment17 μðFÞ or energy18 EðFÞ gives rise to:

EðFÞ¼ Eð0Þ�
X

i

μiFi�
1
2!

X

ij

αijFiFj� 1
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X
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þ���
ð1Þ

with i, j,k, l being any Cartesian component (i.e., x,y, or z) and the

expansion coefficients,
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, ð5Þ

identified respectively as the dipole moment, the static polarizability,

the first hyper-polarizability, and the second hyper-polarizability.

2.2 | The RSX-QIDH model

The Range-Separated eXchange (RSX-) Quadratic Integrand Double-

Hybrid (QIDH) functional19 combines an EXact-eXchange term EEXXx and

a Perturbative-like second order correlation correction EPT2c to the

exchange-correlation functional components Ex½ρ� and Ec½ρ�, taking

the form:

ERSX�QIDH
xc ½ρ� ¼ axE

EXX
x þð1�axÞEEXXx ðωÞþð1�axÞEx½ρ�

�ð1�axÞEx½ρ�ðωÞþacE
PT2
c þð1�acÞEc½ρ�,

ð6Þ

as a function of the range-separation ω value.20 The coefficients ax

and ac are non-empirically determined and borrowed from the original

(non-range-separated) QIDH model,21 being thus ax ¼3�1=3 and

ac ¼1=3. The source of the RSX-QIDH expression comes from

splitting the two-electron operator into short- and long-range

terms,

1
rij
¼1� αþβf ωrij

� �� �

rij
þαþβf ωrij

� �

rij
, ð7Þ

with f being the error function allowing to analytically solve all the

Gaussian-based integrals needed for the calculation.22,23 The preser-

vation of the non-empirical nature of the RSX-QIDH model needs also

to identify α¼ ax and β¼1�α, together with an additional condition

to fix the ω value: ω¼0:27 bohr�1 for RSX-QIDH after imposing the

recovery of the total energy of the H atom.24,25 When the PBE
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exchange and correlation functionals26 are also used, the RSX-(PBE-)

QIDH (a.k.a. RSX-QIDH) functional is completely defined.

2.3 | Computational details

The set of molecules tackled are presented in Figure 1, which

includes 50 medium-sized (organic and inorganic) representative

systems whose selection is based on: (i) the availability of refer-

ence results obtained previously at the CCSD(T) level, and (ii) the

possible comparison with other previously assessed methods7 to

adequately bracket their accuracy with respect to RSX-QIDH. The

whole set is divided into subset A, for those systems presenting

vanishing odd derivatives (i.e., μz ¼ βzzz ¼0) due to their inversion

symmetry with respect to the electric field, and subset B, composed

by molecules with all (even and odd) non-vanishing energy derivatives.

The geometries of the compounds are taken from Reference 27 as

they were optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ (subset A) and

CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ (subset B) level. Note that the set of systems

selected also comprises representative π-conjugated oligomers,

such as all-trans polyacetylene (PA), all-trans poly-methyneimine

(PMI), and polydiacetylene (PDA) of varying size, which allows us to

compare the results as a function of the oligomer size, as well as chal-

lenging hydrogen chains28 for which the monomer bond length and

the distance between adjacent monomers were set so that the oligo-

mers do not present strong non-dynamic correlation. All the calcula-

tions are done with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set29 and the

corresponding aug-cc-pVDZ-RI auxiliary basis set, using the latest

release of the MOLGWcode,30,31 implementing double-hybrid density

functionals belonging to the QIDH family, for which the RSX-QIDH

functional has been specifically added for this work using the

libxclibrary.32,33

The electronic dipole moments and (hyper)polarizabilities were

calculated numerically as consecutive derivatives of the electronic

energy with respect to the external electric field, thus using the finite

field approach. Specifically, the range of electric fields used was

F¼�2i�10�4 a.u. where the index i ranges from 0 to 8. The trunca-

tion error affecting the numerical estimation of the derivatives

originated by the higher-order terms is neglected in the standard central-

differentiation formulation. To minimize it, we made use of the standard

Rutishauser–Romberg scheme.34,35 The associated Rutishauser–Romberg

errors are also reported in the Supporting Information.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Seen in the past the good performance of range-separated hybrid

functionals, we will here compare the results of our RSX-QIDH calcu-

lations with the following best-performer methods:

1. The LC-BLYP22 functional with its default ω¼0:47 bohr�1 value,

which showed before11 a reasonable quality for (hyper-)polarizabil-

ities than other range-separated functionals commonly employed

such as ωB97XD36 or CAM-B3LYP.23 Other studies37,38 showed

how this functional performs well for γzzzz but generally poorly for

βzzz compared to other range-separated and hybrid density func-

tional approximations such as CAM-B3LYP, ω B97XD, or M06-2X.

2. The Tα-LC-BLYP11 functional, but with a fine-tuned ω value (and

thus system-dependent) adapted to the closest as possible repro-

duction of the CCSD(T) values for γzzzz.

Additionally, we will also consider the following alternatives to

cover the range of high-quality available methods:

1. The RPA@PBEh(0.85) method, which employs the random-phase

approximation39–41 for the correlation energy, together with the

orbitals arisen from a DFT calculations employing a hybrid func-

tional (PBEh) with an EXX proportion of ax ¼0:85 (see Reference 7

for further details about the construction of this method).

2. The pristine PBE-QIDH functional, without the corresponding

range-separation scheme but preserving the same ax ¼3�1=3 and

ac ¼1=3 coefficients of RSX-QIDH, to assess the influence of the

latter technique on the performance of double-hybrid functionals.

In other words, we plan to benchmark the latest RSX-QIDH with

respect to CCSD(T), concomitantly comparing its performance with

respect to that of the best candidates arising from previous studies,

thus discarding other range-separated functionals, wavefunction

methods, or RPA-based variants. Note also that the cost and formal

scaling OðNk) of the set of methods compared here ranges from k¼3

of RPA@PBEh(0.85) to k¼5 of PBE-QIDH and RSX-QIDH, with LC-

BLYP and Tα-LC-BLYP lying at the intermediate (k¼4) point. For the

comparison of the values between the methods tested, we will use

(A)

(B)

F IGURE 1 Chemical structures of the molecular subsets
employed in this study, including the orientation of the applied
electric field.
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the mean absolute error (MAE), the root-mean-squared error (RMSE),

the MAXimum Error (MAX) (all in a.u.) and the MEAN relative errors

(MEAN%) and MAXimum relative errors (MAX%) with respect to the

CCSD(T) calculated values.

Table 1 gathers the error metrics for all the methods here consid-

ered and for the μz, αzz, βzzz, and γzzzz properties, with the individual

values for each molecule and method given as part of the Supplemen-

tary Material. Looking first at μz, RSX-QIDH does not fully meet the

quality of PBE-QIDH, the latter actually competes in accuracy with

RPA@PBEh(0.85), but it becomes competitive with respect to range-

separated hybrid functionals such as LC-BLYP, Tα-LC-BLYP, or

ωB97XD (see the Supplementary Material for results with the latter

method). Note that: (i) the good performance of double-hybrid func-

tionals was also part of the conclusions of the study conducted9 by

Head-Gordon et al. over a database comprising dipole moments for

150 molecules; (ii) parameter-free double-hybrid methods are also

known to perform better for electric-induced properties than parame-

terized ones42,43; and (iii) PBE-QIDH is known to outperform7 other

double-hybrid functionals such as (parameterized) B2PLYP44 and

(parameter-free) PBE0-DH45 for all polarizabilities and hyper-

polarizabilities. Overall, for this property, methods that present differ-

ent theoretical backgrounds display qualitatively similar results, there-

fore cheaper methods would be recommended over expensive ones

in this situation. It is important to remark here that some molecules in

the studied set present very small dipole moments and therefore tiny

changes in their predicted value might induce large changes in relative

errors. Therefore, it is maybe more interesting, for this property, to

focus on the absolute error indicators. In this regard, PMI6 is the olig-

omer causing the MAX error for all methods, illustrating the size-

dependency of the properties which will also be later analyzed in

more detail.

Considering now αzz values, the RPA@PBEh(0.85) method is the

best performer followed closely by RSX-QIDH and the rest of the

methods for both relative and absolute error indicators. It is therefore

the recommended method closely followed by LC-BLYP and RSX-

QIDH. However, there is no method rendering qualitatively incorrect

results. Nevertheless, for αzz, the larger errors come from the PDA

oligomers, and the ability to reduce these has a large impact on the

MEAN% and the MAE and RSME. The βzzz (γzzzz) errors are increased

in all cases with respect to μz (αzz), as it usually happens with numeri-

cal derivatives, with RSX-QIDH matching or improving the errors

provided by PBE-QIDH, and slightly outperforming other range-sepa-

rated hybrid functionals for βzzz. While μz and αzz are linear properties

which are, in general, predicted properly by most methods, the non-

linear βzzz and γzzzz are usually trickier to predict. In this regard, for βzzz,

the newer alternatives, namely RPA@PBEh(0.85), RSX-QIDH, and

specially PBE-QIDH, improve over the Tα-LC-BLYP range-separated

hybrid functional, which we remind here that was fined-tuned for

γzzzz, at the cost of increasing the computational time. Moving to γzzzz

the fine-tuned Tα-LC-BLYP is still the best among all the tested

TABLE 1 Error metrics for the predicted (hyper)-polarizabilities compared to CCSD(T) valuesa.

Property LC-BLYP Tα-LC-BLYP RPA@PBEh(0.85) PBE-QIDH RSX-QIDH

μz MAE 1.57E�01 1.19E�01 1.11E�01 1.16E�01 1.46E�01

RMSE 2.48E�01 1.96E�01 1.91E�01 1.98E�01 2.41E�01

MAX 6.75E�01 5.31E�01 4.95E�01 5.22E�01 6.60E�01

MEAN% 21.15 18.47 13.59 13.88 20.18

MAX% 48.75 67.11 52.45 46.36 85.93

αzz MAE 7.16E+00 9.61E+00 5.34E+00 1.23E+01 7.88E+00

RMSE 1.35E+01 1.75E+01 1.09E+01 2.76E+01 1.63E+01

MAX 4.81E+01 6.30E+01 4.29E+01 1.26E+02 6.17E+01

MEAN% 4.56 5.66 3.07 5.45 4.25

MAX% 16.19 13.15 9.73 20.38 13.98

βzzz MAE 1.34E+02 1.01E+02 1.42E+02 5.23E+01 1.35E+02

RMSE 3.82E+02 2.77E+02 3.48E+02 1.40E+02 3.83E+02

MAX 1.50E+03 1.11E+03 1.24E+03 5.56E+02 1.49E+03

MEAN% 61.14 73.59 49.35 39.20 49.42

MAX% 413.13 433.48 121.21 258.14 265.56

γzzzz MAE 4.06E+04 1.88E+04 6.58E+04 1.51E+05 3.48E+04

RMSE 9.22E+04 5.85E+04 2.60E+05 6.31E+05 1.15E+05

MAX 3.43E+05 3.22E+05 1.64E+06 4.16E+06 7.32E+05

MEAN% 19.44 5.92 13.90 19.13 14.43

MAX% 50.73 29.32 49.50 78.46 27.59

aCCSD(T) and (Tα-)LC-BLYP values taken from Reference 11 and RPA@PBEh(0.85) and PBE-QIDH values taken from Reference 7.
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methods (not surprisingly, as it has been designed to tackle this prop-

erty specifically). Among the non-tuned methods, RSX-QIDH and LC-

BLYP perform with quite good results, with the latter being less com-

putationally demanding. On the other hand, RPA@PBEh(0.85) still

emerges as a robust and accurate alternative. Not surprisingly, in all

the cases the systems with higher errors are also those bearing larger

properties, that is, the longer oligomers of PDA and PMI. Thus, a note

regarding the design of new methods: it seems thus crucial to be able

to describe properly the larger oligomers for a method to become

robust towards NLOP predictions.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the MEAN% and MAX% values

among the methods considered, basically ranking their quality as a

function of the property targeted. Overall, RSX-QIDH can be seen as

behaving slightly better than PBE-QIDH for αzz and γzzzz and being of

similar accuracy for βzzz, taken also into account that PBE-QIDH

was already more accurate than other double-hybrid density

F IGURE 2 Mean relative
errors (MEAN%) and maximum
relative errors (MAX%) for
(hyper)-polarizabilities, as
obtained by several methods
compared with CCSD(T)
reference values.

F IGURE 3 αzz values
(normalized per number of
monomers) versus the number of
monomers (n) for hydrogen
chains, PA, PDA, and PMI.
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functionals previously assessed.7 However, this was not the case for

μz for which the error by RSX-QIDH is non-negligible. Additionally,

the performance of the RPA@PBEh(0.85) method is also encouraging,

depending on the availability of its due implementations in the

existing codes, since it provides a very competitive accuracy with

respect to any other method but at a reduced computational cost

(once the work of setting the details of the method was previously

afforded by the authors7).

The evolution of the results with the system size can be inferred for

the error metrics calculated for hydrogen chains, as well as the PA, PDA,

and PMI oligomers, since those chemical components of the dataset

formed adding sequential units as (H2)n, (PA)n, (PDA)n, and (PMI)n would

thus allow to estimate the quality of the results with respect to the

system size n. Figure 3 displays the evolution of αzz values versus n,

indicating not only if the property is expected to saturate with the

system size but also how the different methods can reproduce the

shape and slope of the curve given at the CCSD(T) level. In all

cases, the comparison of RSX-QIDH with PBE-QIDH favors the

former, likely due to the reduced self-interaction error of RSX-

QIDH compared to other methods. Note that RSX-QIDH has pro-

vided very accurate values for energy-based properties of other

size-dependent systems assessed before, such as increasingly lon-

ger (He)þn clusters19 or Cn nanorings,46 with the performance here

remarking its quality. Similarly to αzz, Figure 4 shows the evolution of

γzzzz values versus n for the same (H2)n, (PA)n, (PDA)n, and (PMI)n sys-

tems. Once again, RSX-QIDH leads to curves closer to CCSD(T) than

PBE-QIDH, generally speaking. Interestingly, the performance of the

RPA@PBEh(0.85) method is remarkably accurate too, thus situating

this methods as one of the most robust so far tested after its compari-

son with best-performers range-separated hybrid and double-hybrid

methods.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We have assessed in this work the performance of the range-

separated double-hybrid functional RSX-QIDH for μz, αzz, βzzz, and

γzzzz magnitudes, compared with that of highly accurate methods

belonging to various and diverse families such as LC-BLYP, Tα-LC-

BLYP, RPA@PBEh(0.85), and PBE-QIDH. To this end, we have relied

on CCSD(T) benchmark results, allowing thus to estimate the perfor-

mance of all the methods based on metrics such as the MAE, the

RMSE, the MAX and the MEAN relative errors (MEAN%) and MAXi-

mum relative errors (MAX%) with respect to those CCSD(T) refer-

ence values. The quality of the results obtained by RSX-QIDH

seems very promising, as well as those of the pristine PBE-QIDH

models on which is it based, taken into account their fully

non-empirical nature due to the absence of any implicit or explicit

parameterization, contrarily to other range-separated density

functionals. However, their computational scaling needs to also be

considered for tackling larger systems, which could also be alleviated

by introducing localization techniques for their perturbative compo-

nent (e.g., DLPNO-MP247). The previously developed RPA@PBEh

(0.85) model7 still keeps a very accurate performance compared with

RSX-QIDH, at a lower computational cost. Therefore, this study

allows any user to rationally choose an accurate method depending

mostly on: (i) their availability in computational codes; and (ii) the

size of the system to be studied.
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discussions regarding the implementation of the RSX-QIDH model in

the code used.
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